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Price

By

Features

Pros

Cons

Age Range

$2.99
IOS and
Andriod

Little Bit
Studio

2 games with different motor
challenges:

An adult can set the level of
difficulty & program word lists.

Some of the sounds in
this app might be
off-putting to some
(think loud engine
noise!) Games are also
a bit long

4 and up

This is great for reinforcing spelling,
etc.
Dexteria Jr.

$3.99
for iOS

Binary Labs
LLC

Pre-writing, fine pinch, tracing
and beginner level maze
activities.
“Pinch the Pepper” game requires
the ability to pinch a moving
target on the screen.

The prewriting forms and mazes
build foundational prewriting skills
and can be done with the finger or a
stylus.

4 and up

Works on finger isolation as well as
hand/eye coordination and visual
tracking.

Broom Broom

FreeiOS

Atech LLC

Quick and free tool for parents
and therapists working with
young kids on strokes like
vertical/horizontal lines and
circles

Motivating for some kids that avoid
pre-writing strokes

Kid’s Doodle

Free
iOS
Andriod

Zhao Chen

Can use different brushes

Kids can save what they did to the
gallery and email it! Great for
collecting work samples!

4 and up

$2.99
iOS

iMagine
Machine
Israel LTD

Create pictures, faces, etc. out of
everyday objects (Fruit, flowers,
random household items, etc).

4 and up

Faces I make

Freedom to draw anything
including letters and numbers

This app allows you to pinch or
expand items to change the size
as well as use two fingers to turn
items.
Opportunities to work on using
thumb and pointer finger

A fun way to work on body
awareness, etc.

0-1 years of age: Screen time is not recommended for this age group
1-4 years of age: Screen time is not recommended for 1 year olds & should be limited to 1 hour a day for 2 year old

Very simple

4 and up

Best
Matrix Game

Ookii Squiggles
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Free to
try, full
version
$4.99
iOS

$1.99
iOS

My First
App LTD

Two different games on the free
version
Use a stylus for working on pencil
grasp

Baby first &
Lazoo

Has 3 versions for different levels of
difficulty
Great for little ones who aren’t
motivated to draw

Working on visual
perceptual skills including
discrimination, spatial
relationships, and form
constancy

No opportunity to
“draw” the
shapes after.

4 and up

But easy to do
with paper and a
pencil!

When they add their
squiggles, it animates
them

4 and up

Works well with a stylus

Hey Clay Birds

Home School Montessori
Puzzle

Relationshapes

free to
try the
full
version
$4.99
iOS and
android
free to
try then
Full
Version:
($2.99
for iOS)

Hey Clay

Free for
iOS

Vizu Vizu
LLC

Tutorial on how to create fun animals
out of clay

Need clay to
complete tasks

4 and up
(although they say
its 3+)

Very limited free
puzzles

4 and up

Teaches apps can be used as a tool

My First
App LTD

Connect the dots using color cues

Provides a visual prompt
for sequencing the dots

Auditory cue when the connection is
made

Based on the Agam Method
Drag, scale and rotate abstract and
figurative elements.

8 different levels of the
progressively harder
content
Supports co-play

0-1 years of age: Screen time is not recommended for this age group
1-4 years of age: Screen time is not recommended for 1 year olds & should be limited to 1 hour a day for 2 year old

3 and up

